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Status of Discussions

- 60 day deferral of vote at MRC means April MRC for end of deferral
- Multiple meetings of Special PC covering education & potential Manual language
- Multiple versions of language proposed
- Some alignment of language has occurred, more time likely beneficial
- PJM recommendation – seek additional 60 day deferral and continue efforts
  - May be good to step back and revisit the objectives of the group before further drafting
Objectives

• Ensure planning principles are adhered to in decisions to be made
  – Process dependencies must be considered

• Recognize and maintain distinction between RTEP and M-3 planning processes

• Resultant Manual text simultaneously meets all obligations of FERC Orders (e.g. 888, 890, 845, 1000)
Objectives – Document Potential Interactions And Expected Outcomes Between Supplemental Projects And RTEP Process

• Supplemental Projects fall into five categories
• Interactions documented as “threads” or use cases between RTEP/Supplemental Processes
• Examples/illustrative considerations:
  – Supplemental Project identified before RTEP
    • Is Supplemental Project the right solution? Will Supplemental Project be built regardless of RTEP?
  – RTEP identified before Supplemental Project
    • Should Supplemental Project be proposed as solution in competitive window?
• Good discussion has been developing
• Stopping discussions now may not adequately address all concerns
• Potentially prevent expansion of solution space for each circumstance
• Build understanding and document clarifications before drafting text
• Revise manuals, and possibly Operating Agreement, to finalize for PC / MRC consideration
• Additional 60 Days of Discussion Requested in an additional LS Power Delay Motion
• Meeting dates to be posted on PJM calendar and notice to PC list